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In application of dynamical systems, we are often interested in the motion in 
a compact subset of Euclidean space or possibly of a torus cross a Euclidean 
space. The natural way to study these problems is in a manifold with boundary, 
e.g., a disk. This paper gives sufficient conditions for a Ci flowf* on a compact 
manifold with boundary, M, to be weakly structurally stable. In particular, if f 
has a hyperbolic chain-recurrent set (Axiom A) and satisfies the transversality 
condition then it is weakly structurally stable. Since we impose no assumptions 
on the type of tangencies of trajectories with the boundary of M, we need to 
weaken the notion of conjugacy to allow a homeomorphism h from M into a 
collared manifold M’ which contains M in its interior. Such a homeomorphism 
allows us to bypass the singularity theory used by Percell and Sotomayor. A 
similar result for diffeomorphisms of manifolds with boundary is obtained. If 
the flow satisfies a quadratic external boundary condition, then it is possible to 
demand that the conjugacy preserve the boundary. These results also allow an 
infinite chain-recurrent set rather than the finite set of periodic orbits allowed 
in the previous results on manifolds with boundary. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let M’ be a finite-dimensional manifold. Let M be a compact subset of M’ 
such that closure (interior M) = M. Thus MO = interior M is an open mani- 
fold of the same dimension as M’. Denote the point set topological boundary 
by aM = M - MO. For some of what follows, M is assumed to be a manifold 
with boundary, so aM is also a manifold. The part of a neighborhood of aM 
in M’ that lies outside M is called a collar of M. A vector field on a neighborhood 
of lkl generates a flow fi 9 C R x M’ 3 M’, where the domain 9 is an open 
set of R x M’, 93 3 (0) x M, the flow is maximal (i.e., for x E M, R x {cc} n 9 
is an open interval and either f(t, X) is defined for all t 3 0 or f(t, X) leaves M 
and similarly for t < 0), and f has the group property in t (i.e., f(s, f (t, x)) = 
f(s + t, x). We also write f”(x) for f(t, x). We put a topology on C1 flows by 
saying a neighborhood JV off is specified by a r > 0, a compact neighborhood 
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M” of M in M’, and E > 0 such that g is in JV if f andg and their first derivatives 
are within E as maps restricted to [-T, T] x M”, f, g: r-7, T] x M” 4 M’. 
For two flows f and g on M, g is said to be weakly semiconjugate to f by the 
pair (h, r) if(i) h: M --+ M’ and y: gfl -+ R are continuous (where g0 C R x M 
is the domain of g), (ii) y is a reparameterization off so (a) for each x E M, 
y(t, X) is a strictly increasing function of t, and (b) fi(t, x) = f (y(t, x), x) has 
the group property in t, and (iii) h 0 f (y(t, x), X) = g(t, h(x)) for all x E M and t 
such that f (y(s, x), x) E M f or s between 0 and t. Thus h takes trajectories off 
on M to trajectories of g on h(M). If h is also one to one, then g is said to be 
weakly conjugate to f. If in addition h(M) = M, then g is said to be boundary 
preservingly conjugate to f. A flow f is said to be weakly structurally stable if for 
every compact neighborhood M” of M in M’ there is a neighborhood .K off 
in the set of Cl flows on M such that each g in JV is weakly conjugate to f by 
a conjugacy h with h(M) C M”. If h(M) = M for all g then f is said to be boundary 
preservingly structurally stable. 
A point x of M is called chain recurrent for ft restricted to M provided that 
corresponding to any E > 0 and T > 0 there exist points in M x = x,, , 
x1 ,..., x, = x and real numbers to ,..., t,-, all greater than T such that 
4f +4, %+I) < E and ft(x,)EM for O<t<ti for all O<i<n-I. 
The set of all such points is called the chain-recurrent set and is labeled a( f, M) 
(see [2]). Note that the chain-recurrent set always contains the nonwandering 
set. 
The rest of the definitions do not change because M has a boundary. Some 
of them are given at the end of this section. Also see [Ill or [19]. 
THEOREM A. Let M be a compact subset of a manifold M’ with closure 
(interior M) = M. Let f be a Cl flow on M such that the chain-recurrent set 
off restricted to M, W( f, M), is contained in the interior of M, B(f, M) has a 
hyperbolic structure (or f satisJies Axiom A), and f satisfies the transversality 
condition (on stable and unstable manifolds). Then, f is weakly slructtirally stable., 
Moreover, as g converges to f in the C1topology, the conjugacy h converges to the 
identity in the Co topology. 
COROLLARY B. The above theorem is true for a C1 d~#eomorphismf: M + M’. 
In order to be able to conclude that the conjugacy preserves the boundary 
there need to be some assumptions about the tangencies of the trajectories with 
the boundary. Assume M is a manifold with a boundary (3M is a codimension 
one submanifold of M’). Let a0 be the points of 3M where the trajectories off 
are tengent to aM. The pair (f, M) is said to satisfy quadratic external boundary 
conditions if (1) all tangencies are external (for x E a0 there is an E > 0 such that 
f”(x) 4 M for 0 < / t j < 6) and (2) for x E a0 the trajectory f c(x) is first-order 
tangent to aM but not second-order tangent. In local coordinates that flatten 
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out aM, aM ={(xl ,..., x,): x1 = 0); condition (2) is that d2/dtg x1( ft(x)) # 0. 
The work of Conley and Easton on isolating blocks ([2] or [3]) proves that given 
an isolated piece of the chain-recurrent set for f it is possible to choose M sucli 
that (f, M) satisfies the quadratic external boundary conditions. With these 
definitions, we can state the stronger theorem. 
THEOREM C. Let MC M’ be a compact manifold with boundary. Let f be 
a C2 jlow on M’ which satisfies the conditions of Theorem A and also satisfies the 
quadratic external boundary conditions. Then f is boundary preservingly structurally 
stable within C’J jlows (for all g, C2 near f ). 
Next, a few more comments about why we are interested in structural stability 
on manifolds with boundary. As mentioned in the abstract, dynamical systems 
in applications often arise on Euclidean spaces or the cross product of a torus 
with a Euclidean space (angular and velocity coordinates.) Very little is known 
about structural stability on noncompact manifolds and the interesting dynamical 
behavior often is contained in a compact subset. Therefore, it is natural to restrict 
to a compact manifold with boundary inside the total domain and get structural 
stability on this subregion. Since the boundary has no inherent significance 
there is no reason to demand that the conjugacy take the boundary to itself. 
If it is desired to preserve the boundary, Theorem C gives some conditions 
under which this is possible. 
As an example to illustrate the assumption on recurrence consider M’ tq 
be the plane. f to be the flow for the differential equation 
x’ = -y 
y’ = x 
and M = {(x, y): (X - 2)2 + y2 < 1). Because f has no recurrence of trajec- 
tories inside M, W( f, M) = 0 and both theorems apply to show (f, M) is 
both weakly and boundary preservingly structurally stable. However, if 
M = {(x, y): x2 + y2 < l} W(f, M) = M and the chain-recurrent set is not 
hyperbolic. 
Following the work of Levinson [7], Levi [6] has shown that for certain 
parameter values the forced Van der Pol equation has a hyperbolic isolated set 
with infinitely many periodic orbits. By picking an isolating block for this set 
(or for the set and the isolated sink) the above theorems apply to show it is 
structurally stable. 
There are also cases where there is a parameter in the problem. It is helpful 
not to be required to find one manifold with boundary that satisfies boundary 
conditions for all values of the parameter. (Or, to find a smoothly varying mani- 
fold with boundary.) Such a pboelm is the spin-orbit resonance problem studied 
by Murdock in [8, 91 using,the method of averaging. This author and Murdock 
show in [lo] how the methods of this paper apply in that situation. 
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Andronov and Pontrjagin [l] gave sufficient conditions for boundary-pre- 
serving structural stability of flows on compact regions of the plane with 
boundary under the assumption that all points on the boundary are entering 
the region and that there are only a finite number of periodic orbits. Percell [I33 
gave sufficient conditions fnr stmrtural ctnhilitv nf I Clnw rm monifnlrl w;*k 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The proof given below is a modification of the one given for flows on manifolds 
without boundary using unstable disk families given in [17]. For an introduction 
to the proof using unstable disk families see [18]. 
We shall assume that f t has no fixed points. (The modification of the proof to 
include tied points is similar to that in [17] and merely complicates the proof.) 
For each p in M, we can take a transverse disk, Z(p), dim Z(p) = dim M - 1. 
Let Z( p, r) C Z(p) be the transverse disk of radius r. Let X(M, r) be the disk 
bundle over M with fibers 4 p, r). For a flow gt near f” and y2 > Y, > 0 
sufficiently small, we can introduce a flow on Z(M, T), Gt: Z(M, Y) 4 Z(M’, r2) 
for -2 G t < 2, by letting Gt( p, y) = (f”(p), g’(y)), where T = ~(t, p, y, g) 
is the time such that g’( y) lies in JY( fc( p)). For g = f, we denote this flow by Ft. 
By compatible families of unstable disks we mean that for 0 < i < m there exist 
neighborhoods Vi of Q$ and families (&( p, g) C Z( p, Ye): p E O( U,)) (where 
O(Ui) = U {f”(x): x E Ui and f+) E M for s between 0 and t} such that 
(la) .G( P, g) = Z( P, yl) for P E WJJ; 
(lb) &(p,g)C~(p,rl) for 1 < . < , t , m is a Cl disk with dim Zi( p, g) = 
dim E,u for x E Q ; 
(2) invariance) Gt(Zi( p, g)) 3 Zi( f "( p), g) for 0 < t < 2; 
(3) (compatibility) if 0 < i <i and p E O(UJ n O(U,) then ZI( p, g) r) 
Zd P? g>; 
(4) the disk Zi( p, g) varies continuously in the Cl topology as p varies 
in U(U,), the disks are Lipschitz with respect to the d, metric on M as defined 
in [17], and the disks satisfy a condition of uniformly continuous Lipschitz jets 
along fibers as explained in [16, Sect. 51; 
(5a) for gt = ft, p E Zi( p, f) for all p; 
(5b) for gt = f” and p E W”(Qj , f). Z,( P, f) C w”(o,( P), f )- 
It should be noted that iffis overflowing on M then In, is empty and all require- 
ments on Q,, and U, should be disregarded. This applies to the induction steps 
below as well, where if 52, is empty then the induction steps start at one and not 
zero. A similar comment applies to Q,,,, and U,,,,, . If W( f, M) is empty then 
the only sets to consider are Sz, and Q,,, . In this case much of -the proof can 
be skipped until the use of Aow tubes at the end. 
Note, an important feature of the proof noted in [15] is that the neighborhoods 
U; are nonrecurrent (once a traiectorv kaves TT. it I-UWPI returns tn TT.1 This 
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The stubk set of a point x is the set of points I@@, f) = ( y E M: d(fQ), 
f”(y)) + 0 as t ---f O}. The unstable set of x is defined by letting t go to minus 
infinity, or ?P(x,f) = IV@,f--l). For a set /l C M and u = u or s, we let 
WV, f> = W”(x, f): x E A}. The orbit of x is O(X) = {f”(x): -co < t < co}. 
We let IP@,f) = IP(O(x), f) f or u = u or s. If f has a hyperbolic chain- 
recurrence set then IP(x,f), IV(x,f), WwU(x,f), and Ww8(x, f) are the inter- 
section of injectively immersed submanifolds with M. This result is the stable 
manifold theorem. See [S] or [ll]. The flowf is said to satisfy the transversality 
condition if IVwU(x,f) and Wws(x, f) intersect transversally for all points x 
in M. 
When the chain-recurrent set is hyperbolic it decomposes into disjoint 
pieces W(f, M) = Sz, u ... u .Q, such that (i) each Qi is closed, invariant 
by f, and transitive (there is a dense orbit in Sz,), and (ii) the ordering can be 
chosen so that if ?P(Q ,f) n W8(1;2j ,f) # (21 then i < j. See [ll], [2], or 
[4]. (When the chain-recurrent set is hyperbolic it follows that it satisfies 
the no cycle property.) The points “entering” Mare denoted by (and defined by) 
Q, = {x E aM: there are t < 0 with 1 t 1 arbitrarily small and f”(x) $ M}. The 
points “leaving” M are denoted by 52,+, = {X E aM: there are arbitrarily small 
t > 0 with f”(x) $ M}. Let W”(s2, , f) = U(f”(x): x E Q, ,f8(x) E M for 
0 < s < t} and Ws(.Q~+l , f) = U (f”(x): x E Qm+l , f@) E M for t < s < O}. 
It then follows as usual that M = U { W”(Oi , f): 0 < i < m} = U ( WS(Qi , f): 
1 < i < m + l}. By [14] there exists a smooth Liapunov function K: M - 
[O, m + l] such that 
(i) Qni C K-r(j) for 1 < j < m (not 0 or m + 1) and 
(ii) d/dtKof(t,P) >Oforp~U{Qj:l <j<m}. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
Because the trajectories of f have quadratic tangencies with aM at points 
of a”, for g near to f in the C2 topology there is an h taking so(f) to a”( g). 
(Tangencies for f to tangencies for g.) This map can be extended to a transversal 
to aM through P(f) to a transversal to aM through so(g). These points both 
leave for small positive t and enter for small negative t. Thus h can be extended 
to a conjugacy on a neighborhood V of so(f) to a neighborhood of P(g) that 
takes aM to itself. Let V, C V be a smaller neighborhood. 
Now treat Q,, - V, as a source at the beginning of the ordering Qr ,. .., Sz, , 
and treat SZn+r - V, as a sink at the end of the ordering. The proof is now as 
before. The unstable disks for Sz, - V, are just transversals such that when 
x E aM then it is contained in aM. The details are left to the reader. (More 
details are given for the proof of Theorem A, where more changes are needed.) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The proof given below is a modification of the one given for flows on manifolds 
without boundary using unstable disk families given in [17]. For an introduction 
to the proof using unstable disk families see [18]. 
We shall assume that ft has no fixed points. (The modification of the proof to 
include fixed points is similar to that in [17] and merely complicates the proof.) 
For each p in M, we can take a transverse disk, .Y( p), dim Z(p) = dim M - 1. 
Let Z( p, r) C C(p) be the transverse disk of radius r. Let Z(M, r) be the disk 
bundle over M with fibers Z( p, r). For a flow gt near f t and ~a > rr > 0 
sufficiently small, we can introduce a flow on Z(M, r), Q: Z(M, T) --+ A’(M’, r2) 
for -2 < t < 2, by letting Gt( p, y) = (f”(p), g7( y)), where T = ~(t, p, y, g) 
is the time such that gT( y) lies in zl( f t( p)). For g = f, we denote this flow by Ft. 
By compatible families of unstable disks we mean that for 0 < i < m there exist 
neighborhoods Vi of Qi and families {&( p, g) C Z( p, rl): p E O( U,)} (where 
U(U,) = (J {f”(x): x E Ua and f s(x) E M for s between 0 and t} such that 
(la) -G(P,g) = z:(p, 5) for P Ebb%); 
(lb) Zi( p, g) C Z( p, rr) for 1 < i < m is a Cr disk with dim Zi( p, g) = 
dimEzUforxEQ; 
(2) invariance) Gt(Zi( p, g)) 3 Zi( f “( p), g) for 0 < t < 2; 
(3) (compatibility) if 0 < i <i and p E 0( U,) n 0( Vi) then Z,( p, g) 3 
-a P, g>; 
(4) the disk Z,(p, g) varies continuously in the Cl topology as p varies 
in U(U,), the disks are Lipschitz with respect to the dj metric on M as defined 
in [17], and the disks satisfy a condition of uniformly continuous Lipschitz jets 
along fibers as explained in [16, Sect. 51; 
(5a) for gt = f t, p E Zi( p, f) for all p; 
(5b) for gt = f t and P E JJW4 , f ), &( P, f) C Wo( P), f ). 
It should be noted that if f is overflowing on M then Q0 is empty and all require- 
ments on Q0 and U,, should be disregarded. This applies to the induction steps 
below as well, where if 52, is empty then the induction steps start at one and not 
zero. A similar comment applies to Qm+r and U,,, . If W( f, M) is empty then 
the only sets to consider are J2a and 52,+, . In this case much of :the proof can 
be skipped until the use of flow tubes at the end. 
Note, an important feature of the proof noted in [15] is that the neighborhoods 
lJi are nonrecurrent (once a trajectory leaves Vi it never returns to Vi). This 
property is not possible for U,, without very restrictive assumptions on the inter- 
nal tangencies to the boundary. Therefore we cannot just say that the proof is 
exactly as in [17]. 
As in [la we construct the disks for f t, i.e., Ft, and then note that the contrac- 
tions imply that they exist for gt near f t. For f t (or gt for that matter) we define 
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the family {Z,( p,f)} by property (la). We proceed by induction, as in [17] 
or [16, Sect. 51, assuming (l)--(5) are satisfied for 0 < i, j Q k - 1 and then 
construct the family for k. We take a small enough neighborhood U, of S& such 
that the bundles E* 1~2, and Es j Q, extend to continuous bundles over U,, on 
which f has “hyperbolic estimates.” The set BkS = kP(Q, , f) n K-l(k - 6) C 
U,, is a fundamental domain for the flow f t. We take P to be a small compact 
neighborhood of Bks in K-r(k - 6) (a cross section). As in [17] or [16], we use 
backward induction i = k - I,..., 0 to construct the disks 2, on a neighborhood 
of (J {kV$Gj , f): i f j < k - l} n P that are compatible with Zi for i < j < 
k - 1. In this construction, if a point p E ?VU(& , f) for 1 < j has a backward 
trajectory that is tangent to the boundary of M before it returns to near Qj , then 
we follow some nearby points outside of M into the collar of M in M’ in order 
to get disks compatible with 2, on a neighborhood of p. (Note that condition 
(3) above only demands compatibility of those trajectories which stay inside M. 
The extra compatibility constructed here of points in U(U,,) with .Zi seems the 
easiest way to modify the earlier proof.) When we get back to i = 0, the com- 
patibility condition 
only requires that Z,( p, k) C Z( p, rr) = Z,( p, f), which is easily satisfied. 
These are the only changes necessary from [17] in the construction of the 
family on the set P. 
Let P’ = (J (f “(P): 0 < t < 1) and let U, C U,, be a neighborhood of 
Q, such that U, - f ‘U, C P’. We extend Z,( p, f) to P’ by invariance by P. 
Since 
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is hyperbolic on fibers as a bundle over U, , and the family (Z,( p, f)} is already 
defined over the nonoverflowing part of the base space, namely, P’, the family 
extends to be defined over U, so it satisfies (l)-(5). See [17] for more details. 
This completes the induction step. So, we get families for all k = 0, I,..., m 
satisfying (lb(5). By perturbation methods, for gt near f t, we can construct 
disk families {Z,( p, g)> near the families off, {Z,( p, f)}. 
The next step of the proof is to construct a point h(p) in Zk( p, g) for each p 
that is Gt invariant. When gt = f t we can take h(p) = p by (5a). For gt near 
f t we want to get h near the identity. We start the construction near 52, and 
work backward. We assume 0, is an attractor for sake of presentation. Otherwise 
skip to the step for J2, below. For 0 < t < 1, the flow 
is a contraction on the fibers (they are in the unstable direction) and overflowing 
on the base, f-'(Urn)3 U,, so there is a unique continuous section h,(p) E 
Zm( p, g) such that G-%,(p) = h, f -“( p) for 0 < t < 1. Working backward 
by induction, we assume h,,, is defined over lJ {U( U,): k + 1 < j < m}. 
We look at a neighborhood P of B Icu = W”(J2, , f) n K-l(k + 6) in K-l(K + 8). 
We have hlc+l already defined on P n u {U( U,): R + 1 < j < m}. We need to 
follow some trajectories through the collar of M in M’ so that this set is open in P. 
Let PO C P be the set where h,,, is not defined. Then P,, is a compact set such 
that each pointp E PO has a forward orbit that leaves M. Let PL be a neighborhood 
of P,, in K-r@ + 8) such that the orbits of each point in Pi leave M. By a 
construction only on Pi , we can continuously pick a h’(p) E Z,( p, g) for p E Pi . 
Also h’ can be made df Lipschitz. (h’ is constructed using the fact that Z,( p, g) 
is a graph of a function wk and then using the value w,(O).) Using a bump func- 
tion we can construct h, on P equal to h’ on PO and equal h,,, off Pi and an 
average between. This hl, is continuous and df Lipschitz. The fact that hk 
equals h,,, on a smaller set (off Pi rather than off P,,) means that we follow 
fewer trajectories through the collar of M in M’. (In the final conclusion of the 
theorem we do not follow any trajectories through the collar of M). We extend 
hl, to (J (f"(P): -I < t ,( 0} by invariance by Gt. Because 
et: U PL( P, 9): P E UJ + u Vdp, g): P E U, u f -‘Ud 
is a contraction on fibers and h, is defined over the part, U, - f -l( U,), where 
the base space is not overflowing, h, extends uniquely and continuously to a 
neighborhood of Qn, . Thus we have constructed a continuous hl, over U {0( Uj): 
k < j < m}. Continuing by induction, k = m,..., 1, we get h, defined over all 
of an open set A which contains (J {0( U,): 1 < j < m). 
For each point p E M - A, we can take a long flow (box) tube about the tra- 
jectory of p with both ends of the flow tube being transversals outside of M. 
Also the trajectories only leave the flow tube through the ends of the flow tube. 
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If the trajectory of p has an internal tangency with the boundary, then the flow 
tube extends through the collar of M in M’. Since M - A is compact, 
there are a finite number of such flow tubes whose interiors cover M-A,F, ,...,FT,. 
Let Ti be the transversal which is the end of the flow tube where the trajectories 
enter the flow tube Fi . We take smaller transversals Ti,, C Ti, C Ti such that 
(J 0( Ti,) covers M - A. Here the orbit 0( Ti,) is the whole length of the tube 
even if it Ieaves M. We extend h = K1 to U #(T,,) one flow tube O(Tj,J at a 
time. Assume h is already defined on A U u {O(T,,): 0 < i < j}. Thus h(x) 
may already be defined for some x f Tj . If 4 E O(T,,) n #( Ti) for 0 < i < j, 
take t to be such that ft(q) E Tj and let hj( f$)) = G%(q). Because the tubes 
O(T,,) can intersect Fj = O(TJ between different internal tangencies with the 
boundary these hi need not be compatible. Let h,(x) = x for x E Tj . Let 
(PI >...> &) be a partition of unity such that (1) & equals zero off Tj, and (2) pi 
for 0 < i < j equals zero off O(T,,) n Tj (the orbit the whole length of Fj). 
Let 
Extend h’ to Fj by invariance by Gt. Then h’ is a continuous “extension” 
(with some small modifications) of h to A u U {U(Tio): 0 < i < j>. By induction, 
h can be defined to be a conjugacy for j = l,..., k. (Compare the use of flow 
tubes here with that in [ 13, Sects. 5.1, 5.21.) 
In this way we get a continuous h: M + u (4 p, rl): p E M) such that 
f-4 P> = W( P) f or all 0 < t < 1. Thinking of .Z( p, rl) C M rather than as 
a bundle, we get h: M + M such that g”h( p) = hft( p) where p = ~(t, p) = 
~(t, p, h(p),g). For each p, letting y(-, p) be the inverse function of p(., p), 
we get g”h( p) = hfv( p), where y = y(s, p) is a reparameterization of f. As 
in [17], we get that h is one to one because it is d, Lipschitz. 
4. PROOF OF COROLLARY B 
To prove the corollary from the theorem, we suspend the diffeomorphism 
to get a flow on a manifold of one higher dimension. See [l I] or [19]. Note 
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that even if M is a manifold with boundary the syspension has corners but that 
was allowed in Theorem A. In the proof of the theorem, the conjugacy can be 
made to preserve the global cross sections of the suspension. (The local cross 
sections used in Section 3 can be taken in the global cross section.) If we only 
allow perturbations which are also suspensions of d#eomorphisms the repara- 
meterization will be the identity (~(t, p, y, g) = t in the construction of G in 
Section 3). Therefore, the conjugacy of the flows induces a conjugacy of the 
diffeomorphism. An alternate method of proof is to repeat the proof of Section 3 
making the necessary changes for diffeomorphisms. (No Liapunov function, 
slightly different fundamental domains, etc.) 
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